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Recurrent seizures, which define epilepsy, are transient abnormalities in the electrical activity of the brain. The mechanistic basis of
seizure initiation, and the contribution of defined neuronal subtypes to seizure pathophysiology, remains poorly understood. We performed in vivo two-photon calcium imaging in neocortex during temperature-induced seizures in male and female Dravet syndrome
(Scn1a⫹/⫺) mice, a neurodevelopmental disorder with prominent temperature-sensitive epilepsy. Mean activity of both putative principal cells and parvalbumin-positive interneurons (PV-INs) was higher in Scn1a⫹/⫺ relative to wild-type controls during quiet wakefulness at baseline and at elevated core body temperature. However, wild-type PV-INs showed a progressive synchronization in response
to temperature elevation that was absent in PV-INs from Scn1a⫹/⫺ mice. Hence, PV-IN activity remains intact interictally in Scn1a⫹/⫺
mice, yet exhibits decreased synchrony immediately before seizure onset. We suggest that impaired PV-IN synchronization may contribute to the transition to the ictal state during temperature-induced seizures in Dravet syndrome.
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Significance Statement
Epilepsy is a common neurological disorder defined by recurrent, unprovoked seizures. However, basic mechanisms of seizure
initiation and propagation remain poorly understood. We performed in vivo two-photon calcium imaging in an experimental
model of Dravet syndrome (Scn1a⫹/⫺ mice)—a severe neurodevelopmental disorder defined by temperature-sensitive,
treatment-resistant epilepsy—and record activity of putative excitatory neurons and parvalbumin-positive GABAergic neocortical interneurons (PV-INs) during naturalistic seizures induced by increased core body temperature. PV-IN activity was higher in
Scn1a⫹/⫺ relative to wild-type controls during quiet wakefulness. However, wild-type PV-INs showed progressive synchronization in response to temperature elevation that was absent in PV-INs from Scn1a⫹/⫺ mice before seizure onset. Hence, impaired
PV-IN synchronization may contribute to transition to seizure in Dravet syndrome.

Introduction
Epilepsy is a common neurological disorder defined by recurrent,
unprovoked seizures, transient large-scale abnormalities in the
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electrical activity of the brain. Fundamental aspects of seizure
pathophysiology remain poorly understood. The mechanism of
transition from preictal to ictal state is critical to understanding
the episodic yet seemingly unpredictable onset of seizures (Zhang
et al., 2011). A particular focus has been placed on the activity of
inhibitory GABAergic interneurons (INs) of cerebral cortex, because IN dysfunction is considered to relate to disease pathomechanisms (Bernard et al., 2000; Trevelyan and Schevon, 2013).
For example, preictal increases in IN firing or hypersynchrony
of INs (Köhling et al., 2000; Beenhakker and Huguenard, 2009;
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Lasztóczi et al., 2009; Grasse et al., 2013), might lead to failure of
or reduced GABA release (Trotter et al., 2006; Zhang et al., 2012),
possibly via depolarization block (Bragin et al., 1997; Ziburkus et
al., 2006). Increases in IN activity could lead to chloride accumulation in target cells, rendering GABA depolarizing (Cohen et al.,
2002; Khazipov et al., 2004).
However, there is little data on the activity of individual, defined subsets of neurons during seizures in humans or experimental animal models of human epilepsy. Existing data indicates
significant heterogeneity but some cell-type-specific differences
(Bower and Buckmaster, 2008; Truccolo et al., 2011; Toyoda et
al., 2013, 2015; Fujita et al., 2014; Muldoon et al., 2015; Khoshkhoo et al., 2017; Neumann et al., 2017; Miri et al., 2018). Singleunit recordings in temporal neocortex in human patients with
treatment-resistant epilepsy found that a large proportion of putative parvalbumin-positive INs (PV-INs) displayed preictal
modulation of firing frequency (Truccolo et al., 2011). Singleunit recordings combined with optogenetic tagging (Lima et al.,
2009) identified genetically defined subsets of neurons before and
during seizures evoked by acute chemo-convulsant application in
mice. Somatostatin-INs and regular spiking putative excitatory
cells exhibited modest early preictal firing rate increases, with
PV-INs showing an increase immediately before seizures while
becoming uncoupled from ongoing rhythmic activity in the hippocampal field potential (Miri et al., 2018).
Here, we perform in vivo two-photon (2P) calcium imaging of
seizures in awake, behaving experimental Dravet syndrome (DS)
mice (Scn1a⫹/⫺ mice), taking advantage of the prominent inherent temperature sensitivity of seizures in these mice (Yu et al.,
2006; Ogiwara et al., 2007; Oakley et al., 2009; Miller et al., 2014;
Mistry et al., 2014). DS is a neurodevelopmental disorder with
onset in the first year of life due to dominant heterozygous lossof-function mutation in SCN1A encoding the voltage-gated sodium (Na ⫹) channel subunit Nav1.1, and is characterized by
treatment-resistant, temperature-sensitive epilepsy, intellectual
disability, and features of autism spectrum disorder, with markedly increased mortality (Dravet, 2011; Li et al., 2011; Han et al.,
2012; Scheffer, 2012; Cooper et al., 2016). Evidence suggests that
PV-INs require Nav1.1 for action potential generation, forming
the basis of the “interneuron hypothesis” of DS pathogenesis (Yu
et al., 2006; Ogiwara et al., 2007; Tai et al., 2014; Catterall, 2018).
However, the activity of defined subsets of neurons in awake,
behaving Scn1a⫹/⫺ mice remains largely unknown.
Given that epilepsy is due to dysfunction of neuronal circuits
(Kramer and Cash, 2012; Goldberg and Coulter, 2013; Paz and
Huguenard, 2015), seizures are a natural application for imaging
approaches including 2P calcium imaging (Rossi et al., 2018). We
track PV-INs and putative excitatory pyramidal cells across seizure substates during prolonged in vivo 2P imaging sessions. We
found that principal cell and PV-IN activity increases at baseline
in awake, behaving Scn1a⫹/⫺ mice relative to wild-type. However, in Scn1a⫹/⫺ mice, PV-INs showed a progressive decrease
in synchronization in response to elevation of body temperature
that was not observed in wild-type mice. Correspondingly, the
increased synchronization between putative principal cells and
PV-INs seen in wild-type mice in response to increased body
temperature did not occur during transition to seizure in
Scn1a⫹/⫺ mice.

Materials and Methods
Experimental animals. All experiments and procedures were approved by
the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee at The Children’s
Hospital of Philadelphia and were conducted in accordance with the
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ethical guidelines of the National Institutes of Health. Both male and
female mice were used in equal proportions. After weaning at P21, mice
were group-housed with up to five mice per cage and maintained on a
12 h light/dark cycle, with ad libitum access to food and water.
All experimental mice were either wild-type or heterozygous
Scn1a⫹/⫺ and on an ⬃50:50 C57BL/6J:129S6 mixed background (Fig.
1B). Mouse strains used in this study included: Scn1a⫹/⫺ mice on a
129S6.SvEvTac background (RRID:MMRRC_037107-JAX) generated
by a targeted deletion of exon 1 of the Scn1a gene, PV-Cre mice
[B6;129P2-Pvalbtm1(cre)Arbr/J; RRID:IMSR_JAX:008069], wildtype 129S6.SvEvTac (Taconic Biosciences model #129SVE; RRID:
IMSR_TAC: 129sve), tdTomato reporter Ai14 mice (Rosa-CAG-LSLtdTomato; RRID:IMSR_JAX:007914; on a C57BL/6J background), and
wild-type C57BL/6J (RRID:IMSR_JAX:000664). Heterozygous PV-Cre
mice were crossed to homozygous Ai14 mice to generate Pv-Cre.tdT
mice on a predominantly C57BL/6J background. Female PV-Cre.tdT
double heterozygotes were then crossed to male 129S6.Scn1a⫹/⫺ mice to
generate Scn1a.PVCre.tdT mice and WT.PV-Cre.tdT littermate controls.
The genotype of all mice was determined via PCR on DNA isolated from tail
snips obtained at P7 and was reconfirmed for each mouse after mice expired
because of seizure/status epilepticus or were killed after completion of the
experiment. All mice used for experiments were on a near 50:50 129S6:B6J
background, and Scn1a⫹/⫺ mice on this background have been shown to
replicate the core phenotype of DS (Miller et al., 2014; Mistry et al., 2014).
Mice were age 97.3 ⫾ 11.8 d at the time of imaging.
Stereotaxic injections and cranial window implantation. Mice used for
procedures were WT or Scn1a.PV-Cre or PV-Cre.tdt, and were typically
aged 6 –10 weeks at the time of surgery. Dexamethasone 5 mg/kg was
delivered via intraperitoneal injection 4 – 6 h before surgery. Mice were
anesthetized by inhalation of isoflurane in oxygen (4 –5% for induction,
0.8 –2% for maintenance, in 0.5 L/min oxygen). Buprenorphine-SR
(0.5–1.0 mg/kg, s.c.) was injected immediately before surgery to reduce
stress and surgical pain; cefazolin 500 mg/kg was injected subcutaneously
for antibacterial prophylaxis. Skull surface landmarks and stereotaxic
coordinates were used to identify the target area. We performed a 3 mm
craniotomy using a handheld dental drill and removed the bone flap to
expose the dura, which was opened using a microprobe. We then injected
20 – 40 nl of AAV9.Syn.GCaMP6s.WPRE.SV40 (Addgene, 100837) and,
in selected experiments, AAV9.CAG.Flex.tdTomato.WPRE (Addgene,
51503) in 2– 4 sites separated by 500 m using a beveled glass micropipette attached to an injector (Nanoject II, Drummond Scientific). We
then placed a cranial window composed of a 3 mm glass coverslip cemented to a 5 mm glass coverslip, which was affixed to the skull surface,
along with a stainless steel head plate, using cyanoacrylate glue. The
implant was then further adhered to the skull using dental cement
(Metabond).
Electrocorticography. A single intracranial electrode fashioned from
insulated stainless steel wire (California Fine Wire) that was bare at the
tip and beveled to sharpness was placed within the cranial window area
before gluing the cover glass in place. This was combined with a ground
electrode in the contralateral cerebellum and reference electrode in the
contralateral olfactory cortex.
Imaging. Imaging was performed using a mode-locked pulsed infrared
laser (InSight, SpectraPhysics) controlled by a Pockels cell (Conoptics) on a
commercial two-photon microscope (Bruker) equipped with a resonant
scanner (Cambridge Technology). A 16⫻/0.8 NA water-immersion objective (Nikon) was used. GCaMP6f was typically imaged at 950 nm with a
gallium arsenide phosphide photodetector (H7422-40, Hamamatsu) and
tdTomato with a multi-alkali detector (R3896, Hamamatsu). Data were acquired and converted to .tif stacks for analysis.
Mice were head-fixed and free to run or rest on a treadmill fashioned from
an 8 inch foam sphere housed within a custom-built acrylic chamber for
passive elevation of core body temperature. Baseline activity was recorded
for ⬃4 min before initiation of temperature elevation, which proceeded at
⬃0.5°C every 1–2 min, facilitating collection of at least 8 min of pre-seizure
data at an elevated core body temperature (preictal), from which two 4 min
epochs (early and late preictal) were selected for analysis.
For Scn1a⫹/⫺ mice, temperature measurements during the 4 min
early preictal and late preictal periods were 38.9 ⫾ 0.7°C and 40.4 ⫾
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Figure 1. Schematic of the experimental approach. A, Imaging apparatus. The experimental animal is head-fixed and able to run or rest on a standard spherical treadmill that sits in a custom
laser-cut three-piece acrylic chamber that consists of a cube, open at the top, with a two-piece lid that contains an aperture to accommodate the microscope objective. B, Breeding strategy used to
produce Scn1a⫹/⫺ mice and age-matched wild-type littermate controls expressing tdTomato in PV-positive GABAergic INs. PV-Cre mice on a C57 background (C57.PV-Cre) were crossed to the
Ai14D reporter strain (LSL-tdTomato; also on a C57 background) to produce PV-Cre.tdTomato double heterozygous mice. PV-Cre.tdTomato double heterozygous females were then crossed to
Scn1a⫹/⫺ males on a 129.S6 background (129.Scn1a⫹/⫺) to produce triple transgenic Scn1a⫹/⫺ mice (Scn1a.PV-Cre.tdT) and wild-type littermates. C, Labeling of PV-INs for in vivo 2P calcium
imaging in Scn1a.PV-Cre.tdT mice during seizure induction. Shown is GCaMP6f labeling of neurons in layer 2/3 sensorimotor cortex (green) including PV-INs (red) in an Scn1a.PV-Cre.tdT mouse. The
image is an average of 10 frames of 512 ⫻ 512 pixels acquired at 29.4 Hz at 2⫻ digital zoom. Scale bar, 50 m.
0.6°C, respectively. For wild-type mice (that did not exhibit temperatureinduced seizures), we used temperature-matched 4 min epochs, during
which core body temperature was 38.0 ⫾ 0.4°C for early preictal and
40.5 ⫾ 0.6°C for late preictal.
Cell detection and extraction of neuron activity. Neuron contours were
manually detected from calcium imaging movies and neuron changes in
fluorescence (df/F) were extracted for each neuron. The df/F signals were
de-convolved using the OASIS software package (Friedrich et al., 2017)
with the partial spike threshold set at 0.3. This resulted in a spike train for
each neuron as well as a de-noised signal.
Quantification of burst and firing features. To quantify a calcium burst,
we thresholded the de-noised signal at 0.1 and bursts were counted as a
continuous period for which the de-noised signal remained above this
threshold. We then measured the maximum height of the de-noised
signal within the burst (burst amplitude), the length of the burst (burst
width), the number of bursts during an imaging period (burst rate), and
the number of de-convolved spikes within a burst (burst complexity).
We additionally calculated the number of de-convolved spikes that occurred during an imaging period to compute a neuron’s firing rate.
Synchronization. Synchronization between the activity of two neurons
was assessed by calculating the maximum of the absolute value of the
cross-correlation between the de-noised signal of each neuron over a lag
window of 500 ms. Cross-correlation at a lag time, t, was defined as
follows:

R 共 X,Y,t 兲 ⫽

cov 共 X,Y,t 兲
.
 X共0兲 Y共0兲

Here, the covariance between the de-noised signal of neurons X and Y at
a lag time t, is divided by the product of the SD of the autocovariance of
each signal at a lag time of 0 (X 共 0 兲 Y 共 0 兲 ). This normalization controls for
potential differences in firing rates between populations of neurons. We
computed the maximum of the absolute value of the cross-correlation
over a 500 ms lag window to account for potential delays between firing
patterns because of differences in the distance between neurons.
To assess the significance of synchronization between two pairs of
neurons, we performed 95% significance testing based on comparison to
surrogate datasets. To create surrogate data, partial spikes derived from
OASIS were randomly distributed temporally for each neuron and
within each seizure state. These spikes were then convoluted with the
same exponential decay kernel used by OASIS to create a randomized
de-noised signal for each neuron within a given seizure state. Note that
this method preserves the firing rates of neurons, but randomizes the
firing pattern. We built 1000 surrogate datasets and computed the pairwise synchronization between all neurons as described in the preceding
section. Statistical significance between each pair of neurons was assessed

by comparing the observed synchronization to the distribution of surrogate synchronization values at the 95% level.
Experimental design and statistical analysis. We recorded the activity of
hundreds of neurons simultaneously for a 5 min baseline period during
quiet wakefulness, followed by passive elevation of core body temperature at ⬃0.5–1°Celsius per minute. Temperature elevation occurred until the mouse presented with a seizure (observed in Scn1a⫹/⫺ mice only)
or until body temperature reached 42.5°C. After rejection of recording
sessions contaminated by excessive motion in the z-plane, we included in
the analysis 14 imaging sessions from 11 Scn1a⫹/⫺ mice (7 Scn1a.PVCre mice and 4 Scn1a⫹/⫺ mice that were negative for the PV-Cre transgene) and six imaging sessions from four wild-type mice (2 WT.PV-Cre
and 2 WT mice negative for the PV-Cre transgene).
To analyze the neuronal population response to temperature elevation
and/or transition to seizure, we divided the preictal period into three 4
min epochs: baseline, early preictal, and late preictal. Baseline activity was
defined as a 4 min window before temperature elevation was initiated. In
Scn1a⫹/⫺ mice, early and late preictal periods were defined as the 8
consecutive minutes of activity immediately preceding a seizure, which
was consequently broken into two separate 4 min windows representing
the early and late preictal periods, respectively. For wild-type mice that
never had seizures, we quantified epochs of the same length at matched
temperature values.
Data on the firing properties of neuronal populations was presented as
violin plots as well as cumulative distribution functions. Statistical tests
included a Wilcoxson rank sum test with Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons. Statistical analysis was performed in MATLAB
(MathWorks).

Results
Scn1aⴙ/ⴚ mice exhibit robust temperature-triggered
seizures amenable to two-photon imaging
Seizures in children with DS and in mouse models (Scn1a⫹/⫺
mice) are defined by temperature sensitivity (Oakley et al., 2009).
We constructed a custom-built laser-cut acrylic chamber that
contained a spherical treadmill apparatus for awake ambulation
during head fixation and that was compatible with ongoing 2P
laser scanning microscopic imaging (Fig. 1A). This system facilitated passive elevation of core body temperature for induction of
hyperthermic seizures during ongoing 2P imaging. Infrared videography allowed for monitoring of and recording of behavioral
seizures.
We used a well validated Scn1a⫹/⫺ mouse line (Miller et al.,
2014; Mistry et al., 2014; Hawkins et al., 2017) and performed
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Figure 2. In vivo 2P calcium imaging depicts the evolution of a naturalistic seizure at cellular
resolution in an awake, behaving Scn1a⫹/⫺ (DS) mouse. In this example, a mouse underwent
passive warming to a core body temperature of 42°C while mobile on a spherical treadmill
contained within a custom-made enclosure while head-fixed during ongoing imaging. Time
during the imaging session relative to seizure onset is shown at the top right in minutes (⬘) and
seconds (⬙), following a ⬃15 min baseline recording period) and core body temperature (bottom left) is shown. A, Baseline GCaMP6f fluorescence imaged at 950 nm. B, Seizure onset, with
hypersynchronous activation across the imaging field. C, D, Seizure propagation. E, Post-ictal
silence. F–L, Cortical spreading depolarization. M–P, Inter-ictal discharges. Data were acquired
at 29.4 Hz at 2⫻ digital zoom using a 16⫻ NA 0.8 water-immersion objective (Nikon). See
Movie 1.

in vivo 2P imaging of juvenile and young adult Scn1a⫹/⫺ mice
and age-matched wild-type littermate controls using the genetically encoded calcium indicator GCaMP6f (Chen et al., 2013).
There is evidence to support the existence of cell-type-specific
alterations in activity patterns during the preictal period, which is
hypothesized to relate to or underlie transition to seizure. In vivo
2P calcium imaging provides the ability to extract dynamic
cellular-resolution data from specific cell types including putative excitatory cells and genetically-defined subsets of INs, using
Cre driver mouse lines in which Cre recombinase is expressed
under the control of cell-type-specific promoters. To identify
cell-type-specific behavior in transition to seizure, we crossed
Scn1a⫹/⫺ mice to double transgenic mice expressing the red
fluorescent protein variant tdTomato under control of Cre recombinase driven by the PV promotor, labeling PV-positive fastspiking GABAergic INs (Rudy et al., 2011; Taniguchi et al., 2011),
which are known to be dysfunctional in DS (Fig. 1B). Scn1a.PVCre.tdT mice (n ⫽ 26 seizures imaged from 21 mice, with seizures
elicited in 21 of 25 mice) but not wild-type control mice (n ⫽ 7)
readily exhibited seizures in response to passive elevation of core
body temperature (Fig. 2). All experimental mice used in the
study were on an ⬃50:50 mixed C57BL/6J:129S6 background
(see Materials and Methods; Fig. 1B).
We recorded the activity of hundreds of neurons simultaneously for at least a 4 min baseline period during quiet wakefulness, followed by passive elevation of core body temperature at
⬃0.5–1°C/min. Hyperthermia elicited paroxysmal large-scale
changes in imaged activity that were accompanied by behavioral
manifestations consistent with seizure activity in Scn1a⫹/⫺ mice
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Movie 1. In vivo 2P calcium imaging depicted the preictal and ictal phase of a seizure in an
Scn1a.PV-Cre.tdT mouse. Green, GCaMP6f; red, tdTomato in Cre-expressing cells. Data were
acquired at 29.6 Hz with a Nikon 16 ⫻ 0.8 NA objective at 512 ⫻ 512 pixel resolution and 2⫻
digital zoom and presented at two-times speed with 10-frame averaging. [View online]

(Fig. 2; Movie 1). These events were characterized by large-scale
hypersynchronous discharges involving most neurons in the imaged field (89.8 ⫾ 3.0%; mean ⫾ SE; n ⫽ 15 seizures from n ⫽ 15
mice), followed by, in all cases, a wave-like event in the fluorescence
image that propagated across the imaged field at a rate of 82 ⫾ 21
m/s (n ⫽ 12 events). We confirmed that these hypersynchronous
events were indeed seizures by combining in vivo 2P calcium imaging with electrocorticography (ECoG) and found that imaged events
corresponded in time to the onset of electrographic seizures within
hundreds of milliseconds (see Materials and Methods; Fig. 3). Analysis of these events revealed that seizures propagated in wave-like, or,
occasionally, spiral, patterns (Fig. 4).
Neuronal activity during transition to seizure
As we were interested in seizure initiation, we focused our analysis on the preictal period corresponding to the transition to
seizure, and quantified the activity of neurons at baseline, and
during early preictal and late preictal epochs. For wild-type mice,
which never had seizures (even at elevation of core body temperature to 42.5°C), we quantified epochs of similar length at
matched temperature values. Baseline activity was defined as a 4
min window before temperature elevation was initiated. In
Scn1a⫹/⫺ mice, early and late preictal periods were defined as
the 8 consecutive minutes of activity immediately preceding a
seizure, which was consequently broken into two separate 4 min
windows representing the early and late preictal periods, respectively (Fig. 5A). Cell contours were manually detected post hoc,
and changes in fluorescence over time were quantified and deconvolved to yield relative firing and bursting patterns (see Materials and Methods). Example raster plots for an Scn1a⫹/⫺ and
a wild-type mouse during passive temperature elevation are
shown in Figure 5, B and C.
We analyzed n ⫽ 14 transitions to the seizure state in n ⫽ 11
Scn1a⫹/⫺ mice as well as the response to passive temperature
elevation (n ⫽ 6 trials) in n ⫽ 4 age-matched wild-type mice as
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control. We quantified the amplitude,
width, rate, and complexity of calcium
transients, as well as the relative spike rate
from de-convolved data (see Materials
and Methods) during the baseline (n ⫽
1775 neurons from n ⫽ 11 Scn1a⫹/⫺
mice; n ⫽ 425 neurons from n ⫽ 4 wildtype mice), early preictal (n ⫽ 1837 neurons from n ⫽ 11 Scn1a⫹/⫺ mice; n ⫽
551 neurons from n ⫽ 4 wild-type mice),
and late preictal (n ⫽ 1843 neurons from
n ⫽ 11 Scn1a⫹/⫺ mice; n ⫽ 632 neurons
from n ⫽ 4 wild-type mice) periods (Fig.
6). We found that burst amplitude did not
change between baseline, early preictal,
and late preictal periods for either wildtype or Scn1a⫹/⫺ mice yet was greater in
Scn1a⫹/⫺ mice than in wild-type mice
during all three epochs (Fig. 6A). In contrast, burst rate showed significant increases in both wild-type and Scn1a⫹/⫺
mice as a function of temperature elevation.
However, the burst rate in Scn1a⫹/⫺ mice
was significantly higher compared with
wild-type at all three time points (Fig. 6C).
The increased burst rate in Scn1a⫹/⫺
mice also corresponded to an increased
burst complexity (Fig. 6D; see Materials
and Methods) in Scn1a⫹/⫺ relative to
wild-type mice at all time points. We also
found that, correspondingly, the deconvolved spike rate was higher in
Scn1a⫹/⫺ mice compared with wild-type
at all three time points, and also increased
during temperature elevation in both
wild-type and Scn1a⫹/⫺ mice (Fig. 6E).
Wild-type and Scn1a⫹/⫺ mice spent a
similar proportion of the imaging session
in quiet wakefulness versus running during the imaging sessions. Time spent running was 38.0 ⫾ 1.2% of the recording
session for wild-type (n ⫽ 3 imaging sessions for n ⫽ 3 mice for which these data
were measured) versus 35.3 ⫾ 1.6% of the
time for Scn1a⫹/⫺ mice (n ⫽ 5 imaging
fields from n ⫽ 3 mice; p ⫽ 0.93 vs wildtype). There was no difference in the
number of discrete running bouts (2.1 ⫾
0.5/min for Scn1a⫹/⫺ and 2.7 ⫾ 0.5/min
for wild-type; p ⫽ 0.13) or in mean running speed during a bout of running
(103 ⫾ 20 mm/s in wild-type and 89 ⫾ 30
mm/s in Scn1a⫹/⫺ mice; p ⫽ 0.69). Such
data indicate that there is no obvious difference in locomotion between genotypes.

Figure 3. Combined imaging/electrophysiology during temperature-induced seizures. Local field potential recording indicates
that the imaging correlates of behavioral seizures correspond to electrographic seizures. We performed ECoG (see Materials and
Methods) combined with in vivo 2P imaging, with an intracortical recording electrode placed within the 3 mm craniotomy window.
A, Example recording showing a period of rhythmic spike and sharp wave activity corresponding to an electro-clinical seizure. B,
Simultaneous 2P imaging during the electrical recording shown above, before seizure onset (Bi), at electrographic seizure onset
(Bii), onset of large-scale recruitment of neuronal activity within the imaging field (Biii), and after cessation of the electrographic
event (Biv).

Figure 4. Analysis of cellular-resolution imaging of seizure propagation shows widespread neuronal recruitment. A, C, Recruitment of identified neurons during two example seizures is color-coded, with early (cool colors) and late activation (hot colors).
Direction of seizure propagation is illustrated with an arrow, for a seizure with a spiral pattern (A) and wave-like pattern (C). B, D,
Selected individual ⌬F/F0 traces for PV-INs (red) and putative excitatory cells (green) illustrating activity in the immediate preictal
period.

Activity of PV-positive fast-spiking
GABAergic INs at transition to seizure
We then assessed the activity of PV-INs, because these cells have
been shown to be specifically dysfunctional in developing
Scn1a⫹/⫺ mice (Ogiwara et al., 2007; Tai et al., 2014; De Stasi et
al., 2016), although recent data suggest that PV-IN dysfunction
may in fact be transient and limited to early developmental time

points (Favero et al., 2018). In n ⫽ 9 imaging sessions from n ⫽ 6
Scn1a.PV-Cre.tdT mice and n ⫽ 4 imaging sessions from n ⫽ 2
wild-type mice, we analyzed the firing properties of PV-INs during the baseline (n ⫽ 88 neurons from n ⫽ 6 Scn1a⫹/⫺ mice; n ⫽
32 neurons from n ⫽ 2 wild-type mice), early preictal (n ⫽ 84
neurons from n ⫽ 6 Scn1a⫹/⫺ mice; n ⫽ 27 neurons from n ⫽ 2
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Figure 5. Neural activity during seizure initiation and propagation. A, Baseline activity is extracted from a 4 min window before temperature elevation. The preictal period (at least 8 min
immediately preceding the seizure in Scn1a⫹/⫺ mice, or a temperature matched epoch in wild-type mice) is broken into two 4 min segments (early and late preictal). B, C, Raster plots of 30 s of
neuronal activity of putative principal cells (black) and PV-INs (red) from an Scn1a⫹/⫺ (B) and a wild-type mouse (C) during temperature elevation, that, in Scn1a⫹/⫺ mice, leads to a seizure.

wild-type mice), and late preictal (n ⫽ 79 neurons from n ⫽ 6
Scn1a⫹/⫺ mice; n ⫽ 28 neurons from n ⫽ 2 wild-type mice)
periods. As seen in Figure 7, the evolution of firing properties
of PV-INs showed similar results to the general population.
Interestingly, we found that the firing rate of PV-INs was
higher in juvenile/young adult Scn1a⫹/⫺ mice compared
with age-matched controls across conditions (Fig. 7E). Addi-

tionally, we found a more dramatic increase in PV-IN spike
rate with increasing temperature in Scn1a⫹/⫺ mice compared
with wild-type. Corresponding trends were seen in the burst
rate and complexity.
Data presented thus far indicate that the initiation of naturalistic seizures in awake, behaving mice, in a well validated
experimental model of a prominent epilepsy syndrome, does
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Figure 6. Neuronal firing properties. Burst amplitude (A), burst width (B), burst rate (C), burst complexity (D), and de-convolved firing rate (E) for wild-type and Scn1a⫹/⫺ mice during baseline,
early, and late preictal periods. Top, Violin plots express the shape of the distribution, white circles indicate the median, and black lines represent the 25–75% quartiles. Bottom, Corresponding
cumulative distribution function (CDF) for the above data. Statistical tests were performed using a Wilcoxson rank sum test and Bonferroni corrected for multiple comparisons. For C and E, all pairwise
comparisons were statistically significant after multiple comparison correction.

not involve an impairment of PV-IN firing, but instead suggests a progressive increase of activity in both excitatory neurons and PV-INs. In fact, PV-INs exhibit increased activity in
Scn1a⫹/⫺ compared with wild-type mice and their activity is

enhanced with temperature elevation preictally. How this
might impact global brain dynamics and lead to the initiation
of a seizure is not clear, but argues against preictal failure of
PV-IN spiking in the lead-in to temperature-induced
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Figure 7. PV-IN activity profiles. Burst amplitude (A), burst width (B), burst rate (C), burst complexity (D), and de-convolved firing rate (E) for PV-INs in wild-type and Scn1a⫹/⫺ mice during
baseline, early, and late preictal periods. Violin plots express the shape of the distribution, white circles indicate the median, and black lines represent the 25–75% quartiles. Statistical tests were
performed using a Wilcoxson rank sum test and Bonferroni corrected for multiple comparisons.

seizures in Scn1a⫹/⫺ mice as a mechanism of transition to
seizure.
Alterations in neuronal synchronization precedes seizures in
Scn1aⴙ/ⴚ mice
We next considered whether there were changes in the synchronization of putative excitatory neurons, of INs, and between excitatory neurons and INs, in wild-type versus Scn1a⫹/⫺ mice,
and across seizure states. We calculated the absolute value of the
maximum cross-correlation between pairs of neurons over a lag
window of 500 ms during each epoch and tracked the fraction of
significantly correlated neurons (Fig. 8; Materials and Methods).
Whereas excitatory neuron synchrony increased from baseline
(median ⫽ 0.15) to late preictal periods (median ⫽ 0.25) in
wild-type mice (Wilcoxson rank sum test, p ⬍⬍ 0.001; Fig. 8A),
we observed a slight decrease in the synchronization of
Scn1a⫹/⫺ excitatory cells (baseline median ⫽ 0.14; late preictal
median ⫽ 0.13; Wilcoxson rank sum test, p ⬍⬍ 0.001, Fig. 8A).
However, we found that there was desynchronization of PV-IN
activity between baseline and the late preictal state in Scn1a⫹/⫺
mice (Scn1a⫹/⫺ PV-IN baseline median ⫽ 0.29; late preictal
median ⫽ 0.21; Wilcoxson rank sum test, p ⫽ 0.002), with no
change in PV-IN synchronization in wild-type mice in response
to elevation of body temperature (Fig. 8B). We found that synchrony between PV-INs and putative excitatory neurons was
higher in Scn1a⫹/⫺ mice at baseline compared with wild-type,
but did not increase with temperature elevation and transition
across seizure substates; in contrast, PV-IN– excitatory neuron
synchrony increased with temperature elevation in wild-type
mice (Fig. 8C). These results are supported by the identified differences in the fraction of pairs that exhibited significant correla-

tion, which follows similar trends to the synchronization values
across seizure states (Fig. 8).
Thus, we observe multiple differences in synchronization
properties during temperature elevation in Scn1a⫹/⫺ mice that
were not observed in wild-type mice. First, PV-INs exhibit a progressive decline in synchronization preictally in Scn1a⫹/⫺ mice.
Second, putative excitatory cells in Scn1a⫹/⫺ mice do not exhibit the increased synchronization seen in wild-type mice during
temperature elevation. Finally, the enhanced synchronization between PV-INs and principal cells observed in wild-type mice in
response to temperature elevation did not occur in Scn1a⫹/⫺
mice. Hence, the data presented here supports the conclusion
that decreased synchronization between excitatory and inhibitory populations in Scn1a⫹/⫺ mice relative to wild-type controls
may relate to transition to seizure.

Discussion
Here, we performed in vivo 2P calcium imaging of naturalistic
seizures in awake, behaving mice that model the prominent neurodevelopmental disorder of DS (Scn1a⫹/⫺ mice).
Imaging is proving to be increasingly applicable to the study of
seizures and epilepsy (Rossi et al., 2018). A range of imaging
approaches have been undertaken in recent years in the epilepsy
field, including wide-field epifluorescence imaging of geneticallyencoded calcium indicators (Rossi et al., 2017; Steinmetz et al.,
2017), fast confocal and epifluorescence imaging in zebrafish
(Rosch et al., 2018; Liu and Baraban, 2019), “miniscope” imaging
(Berdyyeva et al., 2016), fiber photometry (Khoshkhoo et al.,
2017; Zhang et al., 2019), and 2P imaging of epileptiform discharges (Muldoon et al., 2015) and of spontaneous absence seizures (Meyer et al., 2018) in rodent models. This work represents
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Figure 8. Neuron synchronization. Synchronization (top) and the fraction of significantly correlated pairs of neurons (bottom) was assessed using the maximum of the absolute value of
cross-correlation over a 500 ms window between pairwise spike patterns within excitatory cells (A), within PV-INs (B), and between excitatory cells and PV-INs (C). Violin plots express the shape of
the distribution, white circles indicate the median, and black lines represent the 25–75% quartiles. Statistical tests comparing synchronization distributions were performed using a Wilcoxson rank
sum test and Bonferroni corrected for multiple comparisons. A, All comparisons are significant at p ⬍ 0.001 with the exception of between early and late preictal periods in Scn1a⫹/⫺ mice, which
is significant at p ⬍ 0.01. The fraction of significant pairs of synchronized neurons was computed by comparison to surrogate datasets at the 95% level.

one of the first in vivo 2P imaging studies in an experimental
mouse model of an early infantile/developmental and epileptic
encephalopathy. We record the activity of defined subsets of neurons in awake, behaving Scn1a⫹/⫺ mice, and successfully perform in vivo 2P imaging during convulsive seizures in epileptic
mice. As such, this study provides novel, cellular-level information on the activity of defined subsets of neurons during transition to seizure in experimental animals with established, chronic
epilepsy.
Wenzel et al. (2017) used in vivo 2P calcium imaging to study
seizure-like events induced by focal application of 4-aminopyridine (4AP) and picrotoxin. In this study, seizures were induced in normal (non-epileptic) experimental animals (Wenzel et al., 2017).
Both 4-AP (via blockade of Kv3 channels in PV-INs; Erisir et al.,
1999; Goldberg et al., 2005) and picrotoxin (as a non-competitive
blocker of GABAA receptors) impairs inhibition, which is a likely
mechanism whereby these agents induce seizure-like activity. A
major advantage of this approach, however, is the ability to repeatedly induce ictal events, which allowed for the determination
that such epileptiform activity propagated across the neocortex in
a stereotypical, reproducible pattern. Although we did record
more than one seizure from a small number of experimental
subjects, this was on different days, and included sampling from
different fields of view. A high mortality rate (⬎30%) during

temperature-induced seizures precluded the ability to study any
consistency of seizure propagation patterns in a given animal.
Furthermore, because spontaneous convulsive seizures in these
mice are infrequent (1–2 per day; Anderson et al., 2014; Hawkins
et al., 2017; Baker et al., 2018), it was not possible to perform a
comparison of spontaneous versus temperature-induced seizures.
The “interneuron hypothesis” is the leading theory of DS
pathogenesis (Catterall, 2018). However, much of these data derives from in vitro preparations. Mouse models of DS (Scn1a⫹/⫺
mice) recapitulate salient features of the human condition,
including temperature-sensitive seizures, treatment-resistant epilepsy, autism spectrum disorder, ataxia, and sudden death (Yu et
al., 2006; Ogiwara et al., 2007; Mistry et al., 2014). Accumulated
evidence from electrophysiological recordings in dissociated
neurons or acute brain slices prepared from Scn1a⫹/⫺ mice as
well as from developing INs generated from human induced pluripotent stem cells from human patients with DS suggests that
GABAergic INs are more severely impaired (Jiao et al., 2013; Sun
et al., 2016), although increased Na ⫹ current has been observed
in excitatory cells in certain model systems (Liu et al., 2013; Mistry et al., 2014). In particular, electrophysiological recordings in
acute brain slices prepared from Scn1a⫹/⫺ mice indicate that
PV-INs rely on Nav1.1 for action potential generation and hence
are dysfunctional in DS (Ogiwara et al., 2007; Tai et al., 2014; De
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Stasi et al., 2016; Favero et al., 2018). A single prior study performed in vivo 2P-guided cell attached recordings from PV-INs
in anesthetized Scn1a⫹/⫺ mice and found that firing rates were
normal during the ketamine-induced slow oscillation (De Stasi et
al., 2016). Our data reporting the activity of defined subsets of
neurons in awake, behaving Scn1a⫹/⫺ mice extends the state of
existing knowledge in the field. Such data suggest that mean activity is increased in PV-INs relative to wild-type controls during
quiet wakefulness, and is further increased with temperature elevation in juvenile/early adult Scn1a⫹/⫺ mice. This finding is
consistent with recent data showing that the previously reported
deficits in PV-IN excitability in Scn1a⫹/⫺ mice are in fact transient and limited to early developmental time points.(Favero et
al., 2018).
However, that there was desynchronization of PV-IN activity
between baseline and the preictal state in Scn1a⫹/⫺ mice, with
no change in PV-IN synchronization in wild-type mice in response to similar elevation of body temperature, suggests that
PV-INs do remain dysfunctional in Scn1a⫹/⫺ mice in vivo. The
basis of this difference is unclear, but could relate to chronic
structural and molecular alterations in PV-INs that could influence PV-IN synaptic transmission and/or gap junctional coupling, which in turn could lead to impairments in the known
function of PV-INs in the modulation of rhythmic and oscillatory activity in the cerebral cortex (Bartos et al., 2007; Cardin et
al., 2009; Sohal et al., 2009).
We found that synchrony between PV-INs and putative excitatory neurons was higher in Scn1a⫹/⫺ mice at baseline compared with wild-type, but decreased with temperature elevation
and transition across seizure substates; in contrast, PV-IN– excitatory neuron synchrony increased with temperature elevation in
wild-type mice. These data suggest that, at baseline, PV-IN activity is increased and is recruited by temperature elevation as in
wild-type, but becomes desynchronized between INs and with
excitatory cells, which may relate to transition to seizure.
That there was no temperature-induced increase in PV cell
synchrony with increased temperature in Scn1a⫹/⫺ mice yet
hypersynchrony relative to wild-type mice at baseline was unexpected. One explanation for this finding is that increased baseline
PV-IN synchrony in Scn1a⫹/⫺ mice is compensatory, because
PV-INs are known to undergo compensatory/developmental alterations in Scn1a⫹/⫺ mice (Favero et al., 2018). However, the
temperature-induced recruitment of PV-IN synchronization
fails in Scn1a⫹/⫺ mice. Perhaps increased core body temperature shifts the system toward seizure, but temperature-dependent
recruitment of inhibition acts to stabilize cerebral cortical circuit
excitability under normal conditions. However, in Scn1a⫹/⫺
mice, this does not occur, which may relate to the mechanism of
temperature-induced seizure.
In this study, we focused our analysis on the transition to
seizure. Future work may further explore the cellular architecture
and dynamics of seizures themselves. We did find that seizure
onset was associated with hypersynchronous discharge of most
neurons (but see below). Interestingly, we observed that seizure
propagation sometimes occurred in the form of what appeared to
be spiral waves (Huang et al., 2010; Viventi et al., 2011). Similar
events were observed in a recent study by Rossi et al. (2017)
toward the end of seizures.
There are a number of limitations of this work. For technical
reasons, our data acquisition was limited to superficial layers
(layer 2/3) of primary sensorimotor cortex. Whether our findings
generalize to other layers and across brain regions is unclear.
Second, it is well known that the relationship of number of action
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potentials and fluorescence response differs between excitatory
pyramidal neurons and PV-INs (Chen et al., 2013), such that
signals recorded in PV-INs here may preferentially reflect bursting. Although we could not quantify the absolute number(s) of
action potentials represented by the imaged changes in fluorescence, we can compare the relative signals between experimental
groups. Our prior data showed that PV-IN action potential halfwidth in neocortical PV-INs in acute brain slice is identical between wild-type and Scn1a⫹/⫺ mice at P35–P56 (0.39 ⫾ 0.03 ms
in PV-INs from Scn1a.PV-Cre.tdTomato mice and 0.37 ⫾ 0.05
ms from PV-INs from age-matched wild-type littermate controls; Favero et al., 2018), suggesting that spike-evoked calcium
influx should also be similar between genotypes. This study focused on PV-INs and did not assess the activity of other subtypes
of neocortical GABAergic inhibitory INs. PV-INs could be reliably identified by tdTomato expression in Scn1a.PV-Cre and
WT.PV-Cre mice. However, the AAV vector selected for use here
was serotype 9 and drove GCaMP6 expression under control of
the hSyn1 promoter; hence, a small subset of what are considered
putative excitatory cells may be non-PV-expressing INs. However, this likely does not change our conclusions regarding the
preictal activity of PV-INs in Scn1a⫹/⫺ versus wild-type animals. Finally, due to the prolonged nature of our recording periods and some progressive image instability that we attribute to
the temperature elevation process, we were not able to track the
same neurons throughout all three imaging epochs in all recording sessions.
It is possible that temperature dynamics and cerebral blood
flow were altered due to use of a water-immersion objective and
cranial window preparation (Roche et al., 2019). We performed
simultaneous brain tissue– core body temperature measurements in craniotomized mice and found that brain temperature
was not statistically different from core body temperature during
temperature elevation (data not shown). However, we were unable to perform similar measurements of brain tissue beneath the
implanted glass imaging window during imaging with a waterimmersion objective. It is possible that our results might be influenced by alterations in cerebral blood flow and partial pressure
of oxygen in the tissue secondary to the experimental approach,
although this did not differ between wild-type and Scn1a⫹/⫺
mice. Future experiments using a thin skull preparation may be
able to further inform this issue.
Finally, it is highly likely that we were imaging seizure propagation rather than seizure initiation. DS is a multifocal epilepsy
and seizures likely initiate from various sites throughout the neocortex and hippocampus (Liautard et al., 2013). Combined imaging with ground-truth electrophysiological data as well as using
the latest generation of improved calcium indicators could provide additional information on the role of PV-INs in seizure initiation and propagation in DS and other epilepsies.
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